Post Smart Clips Assignment
Digital Literacy 8
Group Members: _____________________________________________________________________
Your Post Smart Tip: __________________________________________________________________
Goal: Critically consider the importance and impact of what you post online while collaborating
with a group to create a short Clips Video.
Task: In your assigned groups, create a Clips video exemplifying a story supported by the
“Post Smart” Tip your group was assigned.
Step 1: Brainstorm your story + Pitch it to me!
How can you best show your tip. Consider maybe showing what NOT to do in your video, then
showing what TO DO in your video. The audience for this short video are students your age, so
keep it relevant to something that would happen between you and your friends. Pitch your
story to me before you move onto writing the script.
Step 2: Write the Script + Consider the Settings / Shots you Need!
Every good movie, skit, or play has a script. This can be completed on paper or on a iPad.
Within a script there can also be the description of the setting. See the example Script on the
back of this page.
Step 3: Film!
Check in with the teacher before leaving the room. Write your group name on the board and
your location. Change locations? Come back to the room and change where you are on the
board. You will have 1.5 classes to film, edit, and send this to me via email.
Boundaries: No Roads, No hallways with Classrooms, No Disruption to ANY other
classrooms. You may go on the paths to Myrtle Park (but the playground is too far).
Things Video Must Include:
• At least 3 Diﬀerent Angles
• Music
• Live titles or words on screen

• Your POST SMART Tip as a
poster
•

• All group members make an
appearance

DUE: Friday, May 17 - Save to DRIVE and share with
emaxwell@seycove.ca
List of Angles:

- High Angle
- Low Angle

- Establishing Shot
- Close up

- Medium Shot
- Wide Shot

